
Assignment: Career/Page Layout 
Computer Graphics and Digital Design are versatile in regards to the type of career paths it offers. A good 
foundation of design and graphics can carry a person into a multitude of different areas.  It is important to 
understand your options and plan for the future if Digital Design is a Career Path you would like to take. 

In this lesson we will look at the:
- Type of Careers available to those with a graphics (Digital Design) background
- Type of compensation ($$$) you can expect earn, what areas might this career be more saught after?
- Education you may want to pursue to qualify?
- Why this career interest you? 
- What do we need to understand in order to be successful (Designwise)?
- How do you plan to prepare for this career, what goals can you make to qualify?  

Choose a Career from the list below or online at the link provided. You will be responsible for 
showing us as a class what the Career you chose intels graphically, including  (3-5 para-
graphs of your own writing) that summizes the chosen Career. 
See the examples below!!

After you choose a CAREER to report on:
- You will need to show us graphically what that Career intels - use the ELEMENTS / TYPOGRAPHY. 
- Your layout will be 11x17/17x11 ( ________________ ) sized paper with graphics
   large enough to support that size, we will put a SPECIAL EMPHASIS on using ORIGINAL Art.  
- Color Mode should be _________ for PRINT and _______ DPI
- You may use Illustrator or Photoshop. (Written Summary in Google Docs)

Scoring:
- Career Choice, Research, Written Summary  ____ / 25
- Layout Graphically Describing the Career ____ / 25
- Use of Illustrator and / or Photoshop to Create  ____ / 25
- Design Process  / Presentation  ____ / 25

Name
Date
Period

Careers to Choose
World of Work / 
Career Coach / AIGA
Link @ fairmontdigitaldesign.com
Animator
Artist
Cinematographer
Fashion Artist
Fashion Designer
Floral Designer
Graphic Artist (Print Materials)
Graphic Artist (Software)
Illustrator
Industrial Designer
Interior Designer
Merchandise Displayer
Photographer
Set Designer
Video/Film Editor


